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Dairy
40 lb. blocks $1.5431 $1.7300 ($0.1869)

The CME cheese market continues to trade below 
international markets which should encourage exports.  
Additionally pricing usually has an upward trend in the 
summer months. 
Beef

Beef  production has continued to expand and is 
expected to be 3.6% larger than 2016.  This could 
weight on the beef  markets.

Price        LstMonth                     Diff

50% Trimming $0.991 $1.668 ($0.677)
Price        LstMonth                      Diff

Poultry
Wing (Jumbo) $2.076 $2.064 $0.012

Chicken production is down, although up from the 
same time last year.  Production challenges may 
continue to limit output during the summer and as 
usual, be somewhat inflated heading into football.

Price        LstMonth                      Diff

We have said time and time again that owning a 
restaurant is one of  the hardest jobs you can do.  
From time management, to regulatory pressures, 
to HR responsibilities there is never a shortage of  
‘to-do’ items.  If, from the moment you wake up 
until you leave at night, your day is all about 
completing tasks that need to get done now, you 
might want to consider trying to carve out a little 
time per week to look ahead. 

Looking ahead is a crucial part of  any business, 
but especially in the restaurant industry where 
trends and new competition change overnight.  
Looking ahead can keep you ahead of  new 

trends, constantly innovating, 
and prepared for upcoming 

events to take full advan-
tage of  marketing 

opportunities.  

When it comes to 
staying ahead of  trends its 

Cont. on pg. 2

The Importance of 
Looking Ahead

By Daniel Thor, Bellissimo Foods

important to look around and see what your competition is doing.  Both local and national competition come into 
play here.  The best advice we can give is to routinely check the national pizza magazines (Pizza Today & PMQ) 
for new trends, check your local competition for changes to customer preferences, changes to customer service 
and experiences, and look for upcoming millennial trends.  
Innovation is another key to keeping a restaurant thriving.  Innovation can be as simple as taking the time to 
design new recipes, create some new graphics for a street sign or front window painting, to installing new bar 
equipment, music equipment or TV’s for sports.  While change is great to keep your restaurant fresh, don’t many 
any new change too disruptive, and don’t let delays, disappointments, or those ‘to-do’ tasks keep you from achiev-
ing your innovation goals. 
Looking forward is also a crucial element to successful marketing campaigns.  Are you ready for the upcoming 
biggest pizza days of  the year: Labor Day, Halloween, New Years Eve and New Years Day?  Each of  these days 
can be massive for sales if  planned and executed right.  Forming a plan, marketing the plan and then executing 
the plan is the key to making the most of  these already huge events.  
While it might be tough to take the time out of  your already busy day to try look ahead, it is a very important piece 
of  business.  It’s the 10,000 ft. rule, that you need to separate yourself, at least for a little while, to see which direc-
tion you want to fly in.  As with all of  our suggestions, we wish you good luck, and if  you need any assistance 
please contact your local Bellissimo Foods distribution center.  

THE AMAZON EFFECT
By Peter Thor, President, Bellissimo Foods
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The biggest recent news in the food industry has been the proposed purchase of  
Whole Foods by Amazon. Given the immediate drop in stock market share prices of  
Sysco and US Foods, many industry observers must believe that Amazon is going to 
be a disrupter in foodservice as well as retail. We do not believe it will be the game 
changer that people expect, and we explain why below.

But first, a quick summary of  “the deal”.  Amazon will purchase substantially all 
Whole Foods retail locations, thereby giving it a retail footprint and a wholesale food 
distribution system.  Expectations are that initial efforts will be focused on making 
Whole Foods more efficient and competitive in retail, followed by exploiting its 
legendary delivery model. It is also speculated that this will transition into foodservice. 
JPMorgan says Amazon may look to build its own foodservice distribution business 
or buy an existing one.

We believe that Amazon will choose to focus on retail, not foodservice, for several 
good reasons.  Amazon may well be able to make Whole Foods a viable competitor to 
large retailers including Wal-Mart, Kroger, and Safeway, but history shows it may not 
be easy. Perhaps the biggest advantages Amazon has are technology and money. Tech-
nology and investment spending can make Whole Foods more efficient in online 
ordering for both pick-up or delivery, as well as improving its infrastructure supply 
chain enabling competitive pricing necessary to gain market share. What's at stake is 
the emerging digital market for groceries – orders made online and either fulfilled via 
delivery or at-store pick-up. That segment now is estimated at $20 billion in annual 
sales but is expected to be more than $100 billion by 2025.

Foodservice and independent restaurants represent an entirely different and more 
challenging opportunity. A brief  glimpse back in time to 2000 when Wal-Mart was 
dominant and determined to take on foodservice distribution demonstrated how 
difficult it may be. Food delivery is highly regulated, making cross-over delivery 
options for many foods impossible. The fastest growing retail segment is not food 
delivery but on-line ordering for in-store pick-up. The foodservice research firm 
Technomic states that margins for typical food service distributors are in the low 
single digits so the margins in foodservice may not be attractive. Discount hungry 
mom-and-pop restaurant operators who do not value their time may already buy from 
warehouse chains such as Costco Wholesale and Wal-Mart to save delivery costs. Also, 
recent research challenges food on-line purchase growth estimates on the basis that 
increasing consumer interest in food quality and source will result in resistance to not 
personally choosing from the more than 40,000 grocery items available in the typical 
large supermarket.

Independent restauranteurs can use their advantages to combat retail intrusion from 
Amazon and others seeking to take greater share of  customers food dollars.  At Bellis-

simo Foods, we believe that the independent pizzeria can best advantage themselves 
via their food products, and by developing some unique aspects to their service and 
dining experience. Dine-in or take-out, restaurant patrons want a quality and fun 
dining experience; where they perceive value.  What is important?

� Food quality: Consistently serve menu items which taste and look good.  Use 
quality ingredients, reducing cost where necessary via portion control.
� Service: create a friendly place where staff  smile and talk to customers, prefer-
ably by name.
� Menu choices and variety: offer enough choice that people can experience the 
best you can offer; and hopefully new or seasonal additions will bring them back more 
often.  
� Cleanliness: amazing how many restaurants professing quality food are dirty 
inside and in the restrooms.  
� Be a neighborhood place, meaning get involved with local schools, churches, 
and other organizations where you can market yourself  and participate in their various 
functions.  

It is unlikely that Amazon’s purchase of  Whole Foods represents a threat to foodser-
vice restaurants or distributors. Limited choice will be a drawback to restaurants and 
geography to distributors. Even if  Amazon eventually purchases a foodservice distri-
bution network, it is difficult to see what advantages Amazon could bring to an already 
efficient distribution system without combining with non-food. At Bellissimo Foods, 
we believe that the independent pizzeria can best advantage themselves via their food 
products, and by developing some unique aspects to their service and dining experi-
ence.   Simply lowering prices and offering more promotion discounts is not a 
winnable strategy. Authentic Italian style ingredients and superior product knowledge 
is what sets Bellissimo Foods distributors apart and can be a great source of  product 
knowledge.

Use superior quality ingredients, offer consistently better products, and create a 
friendly neighborhood atmosphere that draws the customers back.  Your advantage 
will help you build your business through good times and bad.
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important to look around and see what your competition is doing.  
Both local and national competition come into play here.  The best 
advice we can give is to routinely check the national pizza magazines 
(Pizza Today & PMQ) for new trends, check your local competition 
for changes to customer preferences, changes to customer service 
and experiences, and look for upcoming millennial trends.  

Innovation is another key to keeping a restaurant thriving.  
Innovation can be as simple as taking the time to design new recipes, 
create some new graphics for a street sign or front window painting, 
to installing new bar equipment, music equipment or TV’s for sports.  
While change is great to keep your restaurant fresh, don’t many any 
new change too disruptive, and don’t let delays, disappointments, or 
those ‘to-do’ tasks keep you from achieving your innovation goals. 

Looking forward is also a crucial element to successful marketing 
campaigns.  Are you ready for the upcoming biggest pizza days of  
the year: Labor Day, Halloween, New Years Eve and New Years 
Day?  Each of  these days can be massive for sales if  planned and 
executed right.  Forming a plan, marketing the plan and then 
executing the plan is the key to making the most of  these already 
huge events.  

While it might be tough to take the time out of  your already busy day 
to try look ahead, it is a very important piece of  business.  It’s the 
10,000 ft. rule, that you need to separate yourself, at least for a little 
while, to see which direction you want to fly in.  As with all of  our 
suggestions, we wish you good luck, and if  you need any assistance 
please contact your local Bellissimo Foods distribution center.  
 

Successful operators know that great cheese is mandatory when crafting 
great pizza.  Bellissimo Gold Mozzarella delivers the best quality and 
value in premium cheese for pizza.  Bellissimo Gold uses no animal 
rennet, no artifical growth hormones, and is gluten free.  The qualify of  
milk used yields uncomprimising quality and consistency.     

Let Bellissimo Gold help differentiate you with the most flavorful cheese 
in the industry.  Ask your local Bellissimo distributor for information 
today.   

BELLISSIMO GOLD MOZZARELLA

Gold Label
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simo Foods, we believe that the independent pizzeria can best 
advantage themselves via their food products, and by developing 
some unique aspects to their service and dining experience. Dine-in 
or take-out, restaurant patrons want a quality and fun dining experi-
ence; where they perceive value.  What is important?

 Food quality: Consistently serve menu items which taste 
and look good.  Use quality ingredients, reducing cost where neces-
sary via portion control.

 Service: create a friendly place where staff  smile and talk to 
customers, preferably by name.

 Menu choices and variety: offer enough choice that people 
can experience the best you can offer; and hopefully new or seasonal 
additions will bring them back more often.  

 Cleanliness: amazing how many restaurants professing 
quality food are dirty inside and in the restrooms.  

 Be a neighborhood place, meaning get involved with local 
schools, churches, and other organizations where you can market 
yourself  and participate in their various functions.  

It is unlikely that Amazon’s purchase of  Whole Foods represents a 
threat to foodservice restaurants or distributors. Limited choice will 
be a drawback to restaurants and geography to distributors. Even if  
Amazon eventually purchases a foodservice distribution network, it 
is difficult to see what advantages Amazon could bring to an already 
efficient distribution system without combining with non-food. At 
Bellissimo Foods, we believe that the independent pizzeria can best 
advantage themselves via their food products, and by developing 
some unique aspects to their service and dining experience.   Simply 
lowering prices and offering more promotion discounts is not a 
winnable strategy. Authentic Italian style ingredients and superior 
product knowledge is what sets Bellissimo Foods distributors apart 
and can be a great source of  product knowledge.

Use superior quality ingredients, offer consistently better products, 
and create a friendly neighborhood atmosphere that draws the 
customers back.  Your advantage will help you build your business 
through good times and bad.





Remember you can visit us online at
www.delcofoods.com

Comments, Questions
& Suggestions

Please contact us toll free at 800.536.1234, locally at
317.876.1951, or visit us online at www.delcofoods.com.
We truly value your opinion.

As always, our number one goal is to keep you happy.
Our newsletter is just one way we share new information
about the products and services we offer, as well as
industry news we think may be interesting and useful.  For
personal service and support, please contact your Delco
Foods sales representative.

4850 West 78th Street . Indianapolis, IN 46268 . toll free
800.536.1234 . tel 317.876.1951 . fax 317.870.7803

Make sure to “Like Us” on Facebook
or follow us on Twitter!

Employee Spotlight
Over the past five months, Delco
customers have had a chance to get
to know a new member of the
Customer Service Department –
Luisa Stiggleman.  Luisa has
rapidly become an important part
of the Delco family – taking
customer orders and supporting
her team of Sales Representatives,
all with a cheerful disposition.

Luisa’s background has helped make her transition to Delco
a smooth one.  She has worked in Inside and Outside Sales
in food distribution and experienced the other side of the
industry as a Catering Manager for Carmel High School.
Luisa’s time working for another distributor has helped
her appreciate the way Delco operates.  “I can honestly
say that Delco does it right – very customer-oriented”, she
explains.  Luisa’s Italian heritage has also been a great
asset to her current role – as she loves Italian food and her
favorite place to eat and visit on earth is Portofino, Italy.
The only hiccup Luisa has encountered is understanding
what her customers are really asking for.  “They have their
own names for some of the items – with time I will get to
know the lingo,” Luisa says.

Luisa’s positive attitude has become infectious to those
around her.  Receptionist/Accounting Clerk, Ashlee Amick,
explains, “Luisa is a bright spirit in the office and always
makes coming to work enjoyable.”  Delco Sales
Representative, Joey DeBonis, shares this sentiment.
“Luisa is awesome.  She is always willing to drop what
she’s doing to help with a problem,” Joey says.

A born and raised Chicago native, Luisa is a huge fan of
all Chicago sports teams.  In her spare time she can be
found cheering on another team – Carmel Varsity Lacrosse
– on which her son James is a player. Along with her son
James, Luisa also has twin college-age daughters, Emma
and Kelly.  Her boyfriend, Howard, also has three college-
age sons, Josh, Zack and Dylan.  She calls their tribe the
modern day “Brady Bunch”.  While not spending time with
her family, Luisa enjoys pilates and reading.

Delco Foods is lucky to have Luisa sharing her uplifting
spirit and helping nature with our customers.

Luisa’s favorite saying:
“Everything happens for a reason.”




